
We are committed to providing you with an unmatched level of customer service, quality, and reliability.   
If you cannot locate the specific product for your application or need additional product specifications, visit  
www.numatics.com or call 888-686-2842.

†As industry requirements change, Numatics reserves the right to modify the contents of this catalog and program without notification. Updates on this program 
can be obtained from the Numatics website www.numatics.com or by calling 888-686-2842, or by contacting your local Numatics representative or distributor 
and referencing the Numatics Express program.

*CGT Compact Slides and Air Bellows are limited to orders up to 5.

Numatics Express Shipping                                                                                                        
Program guarantees† product shipment in two, 

three or five business days. Unlike most traditional quick ship programs, the Numatics Express Shipping Program in-
cludes the most comprehensive offering in the industry. This program encompasses the range and options that you 
require!

Numatics is committed to offering you the highest level of customer service, quality and performance.

Numatics Express 2 Day shipping program guarantees† product shipment 
in two business days. The program includes the most popular valve, air 
preparation and actuator products and includes applicable switches and 
mounting accessories.  

Numatics guarantees† to ship any order received before 3 pm EST for up to 
10 2Day products* in two business days. Saturdays, Sundays, and Holidays 
are excluded. Numatics Express orders cannot be cancelled or adjusted once 
entered.

Numatics Express shipping program offers a 3Day shipping program that 
guarantees† product shipment of a fully assembled and tested valve manifold 
in 3 business days. The program includes the most popular manifold 
configurations of the 2000 and Mark series valves:

Sub D, Terminal Strip and Fieldbus Electronic Options
Can be configured for Din Rail Mounting and Muffled Exhaust
Shipped complete and 100% tested

The 3Day Express shipping program enables you to create a 2 to 8 station 
manifold assembly complete with any combination of valves, regulators, and 
blank stations that can be configured from the valve model charts in this 
catalog.

Numatics guarantees† to ship any order received before 3 pm EST for up to 
5 manifold assemblies configured from this catalog in three business days 
or Numatics pays the shipping cost. Saturdays, Sundays, and Holidays are 
excluded. 

We are pleased to expand Numatics Express to include a broad range of 
products in a 5Day shipping program. Numatics guarantees† to ship up to 
10 of any 5Day product for orders received before 3 pm EST in 5 business 
days or Numatics pays the shipping cost. Saturdays, Sundays, and Holidays 
are excluded. Numatics Express orders cannot be cancelled or adjusted once 
entered.




